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Question 1
A large South African life insurance company markets a range of simple risk and investment
products aimed at the lower income market. Their most successful risk product is an
individual life family funeral product (non-profit). There has recently been a decline in new
business volumes of this funeral product. The only benefit payable under the funeral product
is the sum assured which is paid on the death of any of the originally specified family
members.
(i)

Discuss possible reasons for the reduction in new business volumes.

[15]

(ii)

A director of the life insurance company has made a number of proposals aimed at
increasing the new business volumes in respect of funeral business. Discuss each of
these proposals separately, including, where appropriate, the factors which would
impact on the terms which could be offered, refinements (if any) which could be
made to the proposal and the risks to the company from making the changes.
The proposals made are as follows:
(a)

The director has proposed that the product be priced on a marginal cost basis
(i.e. overhead expenses would be excluded from the expense loading in the
premium rates).
[7]

(b)

The company currently guarantees that premiums will remain unaltered during
the term of the policy. The director has suggested that the company introduce
an alternative policy under which premiums can be reviewed at the company’s
discretion in line with actual claims experience.
[11]

(c)

The director has proposed introducing an option that allows the policyholder
to increase the sum assured at any policy anniversary by 5%, 10% or 15%
with premiums increasing at the same rate without additional underwriting.
[8]

(d)

The director has proposed reducing the risk discount rate being used when
pricing the product.
[8]

(e)

The director has suggested expanding the maximum number of family
members covered without changing the premium rates.

(f)

[2]

The director has suggested that the company should implement a “no claims
bonus” whereby six months’ premiums will be paid every 5 years in the event
that no claims have been made on the policy during the 5 year period
[4]
[Total 55]
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Question 2
A South African proprietary life insurance company (Company A) is investigating
establishing an operation in another African country. A European proprietary company
(Company B) has a subsidiary life insurance company (Company C) in this African country
and has recently indicated its intention to sell the company.
Company C sells with and without profits business, and distributes surplus to its with profits
policyholders using reversionary and terminal bonuses. All surpluses arising in Company C
are shared between with profits policyholders and shareholders in the ratio 90:10 (which is
the maximum in terms of current legislation in the country concerned).
You are a consulting actuary who has been asked to advise Company A on the potential
purchase of Company C.
(i)

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages to Company A of purchasing Company C
rather than setting up a new operation in the African country.
[10]

(ii)

You have been provided with the last 3 year’s financial statements, statutory returns
and annual actuarial reports (valuation and Embedded Value) of Company C.
Company A has asked you to produce a report to help them determine whether or not
to purchase Company C and if so, what an appropriate purchase price would be.
(a)

List the additional information that you would request from Company C.

(b)

Describe how you would calculate the Embedded Value of Company C for
purposes of this potential purchase.
[10]

(c)

Discuss what you would incorporate in your report, with particular emphasis
on recommending an appropriate price.
[18]
[Total 45]
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